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Abstract

A pseudo-independent (PI) model is a probabilistic domain model
(PDM) where proper subsets of a set of collectively dependent variables display marginal independence. It has been shown that several
commonly used algorithms for learning belief networks will fail when
the data generating model is a PI model. A better understanding of
these models will facilitate the design of better learning algorithms to
copy with them. We propose formal de nitions of the whole spectrum
of discrete PI models. We present a parameterization of PI models
which leads to a better understanding of the mechanism that forms
PI models. We then show that the well-known parity problems in machine learning is a degeneration of PI models. Therefore, PI models
form a more general class of challenging problems for learning from
data.
Using an abstraction of a class of algorithms for learning belief networks, we show that PI models form the dividing line between success
and failure of an algorithm using some form of conditional independence test and a single link search. We proposed several strategies
to manage the computational complexity when a single link search is
extended into a multi-link search. The e ectiveness of these strategies
are demonstrated with experimental results.

Topics: Computational theory of learning, heuristic search, belief networks, probabilistic reasoning, probabilistic dependence models.
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1 Introduction
Belief networks (Bayesian networks, Markov networks and in uence diagrams) [22, 20, 11] are becoming widely applied to AI tasks where representing and reasoning with uncertain knowledge are essential [2, 5, 7, 10, 19].
As an alternative and supplement to encoding probabilistic knowledge from
domain experts, and driven by the data overload in the society, learning belief networks from data is being actively studied by many [9, 14, 24, 3, 28,
1, 4, 18, 8]. The learned network is commonly used as a compact probabilistic model capable of answering probabilistic queries e ectively, although
researchers are also exploring learning a belief network as a causal model
[25]. The former type of learning is the focus of this paper. The task in such
learning is to take as input a dataset generated by an underlying probabilistic
domain model (PDM), and to recover one or more sparse belief network(s)
that approximate(s) the underlying PDM.
A pseudo-independent (PI) model is a PDM where proper subsets of a
set of collectively dependent variables display marginal independence (hence
pseudo-independent). Commonly used algorithms for learning belief networks from data rely on single link search to identify local dependence among
variables [9, 14, 24, 3, 28]. It has been shown [30] that these algorithms will
fail when the domain model is a PI model. However, only a very restricted
class of PI models (full binary PI models, de ned below, with uniform variable marginals) was formalized. A better understanding of these models will
facilitate the design of better learning algorithms to copy with them.
In this paper, we propose formal de nitions of the whole spectrum (full,
partial and embedded, de ned below) of discrete PI models. We present a
parameterization of PI models which leads to a better understanding of the
mechanism that forms PI models. We show how a full binary PI model
is composed of a small set of meaningful parameters. We then show that
the well-known parity problems in machine learning is a degeneration of the
full binary PI models. Therefore, PI models form a more general class of
challenging problems for learning belief networks from data.
The pseudo-independence property of PI models requires more complex
search procedures in learning. In order to manage the computational complexity, we derive the relation between PI models and the success of learning
algorithms. This leads to a halting condition under which we are sure that
the learned model is correct and no further search is necessary. We also
2

propose control strategies in learning to direct the search e ort towards the
most bene cial direction.

2 Probabilistic dependence
The concept of conditional independence is well known (see for example, [22]).
In this section, we distinguish several notions of probabilistic dependence
(particularly the collective and general dependence) that are less commonly
used but are essential to the understanding of PI models.
Let N be a set of discrete variables in a problem domain. Each variable
is associated with a nite domain, a set of possible values that it can take.
We shall denote the possible values by consecutive integers 0; 1; 2; : : :. A
con guration or a tuple of N 0  N is an assignment of values to every variable
in N 0, e.g.,
(X = 0; X = 1; : : :)
which we shall denote by
(x ; ; x ; ; : : :):
A probabilistic domain model (PDM) over N determines the probability of
every tuple of N 0 for each N 0  N .
For three disjoint sets A, B and C of variables, A and B are conditionally
independent given C if
1

2

10

21

P (AjB; C ) = P (AjC ) whenever P (B; C ) > 0:
When C = , A and B are marginally independent. If each variable X in
a subset A is marginally independent of A n fX g, then

P ( A) =

Y

X 2A

P (X ):

We shall say that variables in A are marginally independent.
A pair of variables X and Y are pairwise dependent if

P (X jY ) 6= P (X ):
Pairwise dependence is the opposite of marginal independence between the
pair.
3

A set N of variables are collectively dependent if for each proper subset
A  N , there exists no proper subset C  N n A such that

P ( Aj N n A) = P ( Aj C ) :
Collective dependence does not eliminate possible marginal independence
within proper subsets, as will be seen in Section 3.
A set N of variables are generally dependent if for any proper subset A,
P (AjN n A) 6= P (A):
Like collective dependence, general dependence does not eliminate possible
marginal independence within proper subsets. Furthermore, collective dependence is not required. Namely, for some proper subset A, there can be a
proper subset C  N n A such that
P ( Aj N n A) = P ( Aj C ) :
General dependence is weaker dependence than collective dependence. Both
may coexist with either conditional independence or marginal independence
within proper subsets. General dependence is the opposite of marginal independence between a proper subset and the rest of domain variables.

3 What is a PI model?
PI models can be classi ed into three types. The most restrictive type is the
full PI models.

De nition 1 (Full PI model) A PDM over a set N (jN j  3) of variables

is a full PI model if the following two conditions hold:
(S1) For each X 2 N , variables in N n fX g are marginally independent.

(S2) Variables in N are collectively dependent.

Table 1 shows the joint probability distribution (jpd) of a binary full PI
model. It can be easily veri ed that the marginals of variables are

P (x ; ) = 0:7; P (x ; ) = 0:6; P (x ; ) = 0:35; P (x ; ) = 0:45:
10

20

30

4

40

Any subset of three variables are marginally independent, e.g.,

P (x ; ; x ; ; x ; ) = 0:0451 + 0:0719 = 0:117
11

20

31

and

P (x ; ) P (x ; ) P (x ; ) = 0:3  0:6  0:65 = 0:117:
The four variables are collectively dependent, e.g.,
P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ; x ; ) = 0:0451=0:1755 = 0:257
and
P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = 0 :3:
11

20

11

11

20

20

31

31

31

11

(X ; X ; X ; X )
(0; 0; 0; 0)
(0; 0; 0; 1)
(0; 0; 1; 0)
(0; 0; 1; 1)
(0; 1; 0; 0)
(0; 1; 0; 1)
(0; 1; 1; 0)
(0; 1; 1; 1)
1

2

40

3

4

20

40

11

30

P (:) (X ; X ; X ; X )
0:0586
(1; 0; 0; 0)
0:0884
(1; 0; 0; 1)
0:1304
(1; 0; 1; 0)
0:1426
(1; 0; 1; 1)
0:0517
(1; 1; 0; 0)
0:0463
(1; 1; 0; 1)
0:0743
(1; 1; 1; 0)
0:1077
(1; 1; 1; 1)
1

2

3

4

40

P (:)
0:0359
0:0271
0:0451
0:0719
0:0113
0:0307
0:0427
0:0353

Table 1: A full PI model.
In a full PI model, every proper subset of N displays marginal independence. This is relaxed in the partial PI models.

De nition 2 (Partial PI model) A PDM over a set N (jN j  3) of vari-

ables is a partial PI model if the following three conditions hold:
(S1') There exists a partition fN1; : : : ; Nk g (k  2) of N such that variables
in each subset Ni is generally dependent, and for each X 2 Ni and each
Y 2 Nj (i 6= j ), X and Y are marginally independent.
(S2) Variables in N are collectively dependent.

5

(X ; X ; X )
(0; 0; 0)
(0; 0; 1)
(0; 1; 0)
(0; 1; 1)
(0; 2; 0)
(0; 2; 1)
1

2

P (:) (X ; X ; X )
0:05 (1; 0; 0)
0:04 (1; 0; 1)
0:01 (1; 1; 0)
0:11 (1; 1; 1)
0:06 (1; 2; 0)
0:03 (1; 2; 1)

3

1

2

3

P (:) (X ; X ; X )
0:05 (2; 0; 0)
0:01 (2; 0; 1)
0
(2; 1; 0)
0:08 (2; 1; 1)
0:03 (2; 2; 0)
0:03 (2; 2; 1)
1

2

3

P (:)
0:10
0:05
0:09
0:11
0:01
0:14

Table 2: A partial PI model.
Table 2 shows the jpd of a partial PI model over two trinary variables
and one binary variable. The marginals are

P (x ; ) = 0 :3; P (x ; ) = 0 :2; P (x ; ) = 0 :5;
10

11

12

P (x ; ) = 0 :3; P (x ; ) = 0 :4; P (x ; ) = 0 :3;
P (x ; ) = 0:4; P (x ; ) = 0:6:
The partition is ffX g; fX ; X gg. X is marginally independent of each
variable in the other subset, e.g.,
20

21

22

30

1

2

31

3

1

P (x ; ; x ; ) = P (x ; ) P (x ; ) = 0:06:
11

20

11

20

However the variables in the other subset are pairwise dependent, e.g.,

P (x ; ; x ; ) = 0:1 6= P (x ; ) P (x ; ) = 0:18:
20

31

20

31

The three variables are collectively dependent, e.g.,

P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = 0:1
11

and

20

31

P (x ; jx ; ) = P (x ; jx ; ) = 0 :2:
11

Similarly,

20

11

31

P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = 0:61; P (x ; jx ; ) = 0:4; P (x ; jx ; ) = 0:5:
21

10

31

21

6

10

21

31

Note that S1' requires marginal independence of each pair of variables
from distinct subsets of the partition. Without this restriction, a PDM over
variables X , Y and Z , with X and Y being marginally independent causes
of Z , will qualify as a partial PI model. However, such models do not cause
problems for common learning algorithms using single link search [9, 14, 24,
3, 28].
Proposition 3 establishs the relation between the two types of PI models
de ned so far.

Proposition 3 A full PI model is a partial PI model.
Proof:
S1 implies S1'.
2
The converse is not true in general since variables in some subset of a
partial PI model may be pairwise dependent as in Table 2.
A partial PI model involves the entire set N of domain variables. An
embedded PI submodel displays the same dependence pattern but involves
only a proper subset of domain variables.

De nition 4 (Embedded PI submodel) Let a PDM be over a set N of
generally dependent variables. A proper subset N 0  N (jN 0j  3) of vari-

ables form an embedded PI submodel if the following two conditions hold:

(S4) N 0 forms a partial PI model.
(S5) The partition fN ; : : : ; Nk g of N 0 by S1' extends into N . That is, there
is a partition fA ; : : :; Ak g of N such that Ni  Ai, (i = 1; ::; k ), and
for each X 2 Ai and each Y 2 Aj (i 6= j ), X and Y are marginally
1

1

independent.

De nition 4 requires that variables in N are generally dependent. It
eliminates the possibility that a proper subset is marginally independent of
the rest of N .
Table 3 shows the jpd of PDM with an embedded PI model over three
variables X , X and X . The marginals of the ve variables are
1

2

3

P (x ; ) = 0:3; P (x ; ) = 0:6; P (x ; ) = 0:3; P (x ; ) = 0:34; P (x ; ) = 0:59:
10

20

30

40

7

50

(X ; ::; X )
(0; 0; 0; 0; 0)
(0; 0; 0; 0; 1)
(0; 0; 0; 1; 0)
(0; 0; 0; 1; 1)
(0; 0; 1; 0; 0)
(0; 0; 1; 0; 1)
(0; 0; 1; 1; 0)
(0; 0; 1; 1; 1)
1

5

P (:)
0
0
0
0
:0288
:0072
:1152
:0288

(X ; ::; X )
(0; 1; 0; 0; 0)
(0; 1; 0; 0; 1)
(0; 1; 0; 1; 0)
(0; 1; 0; 1; 1)
(0; 1; 1; 0; 0)
(0; 1; 1; 0; 1)
(0; 1; 1; 1; 0)
(0; 1; 1; 1; 1)
1

5

P (:)
:0018
:0162
:0072
:0648
:0048
:0012
:0192
:0048

(X ; ::; X )
(1; 0; 0; 0; 0)
(1; 0; 0; 0; 1)
(1; 0; 0; 1; 0)
(1; 0; 0; 1; 1)
(1; 0; 1; 0; 0)
(1; 0; 1; 0; 1)
(1; 0; 1; 1; 0)
(1; 0; 1; 1; 1)
1

P (:)
:0080
:0720
:0120
:1080
:0704
:0176
:1056
:0264

5

(X ; ::; X )
(1; 1; 0; 0; 0)
(1; 1; 0; 0; 1)
(1; 1; 0; 1; 0)
(1; 1; 0; 1; 1)
(1; 1; 1; 0; 0)
(1; 1; 1; 0; 1)
(1; 1; 1; 1; 0)
(1; 1; 1; 1; 1)
1

5

Table 3: A PDM containing an embedded PI model.
Within the embedded PI model, the partition consists of subsets A = fX g
and B = fX ; X g. Outside the PI submodel, A extends to include X and B
extends to include X . Each variable in one subset is marginally independent
of each variable in the other subset, e.g.,
1

2

3

4

5

P (x ; ; x ; ) = P (x ; ) P (x ; ) = 0:413:
11

50

11

50

Variables in the same subset are pairwise dependent, e.g.,

P (x ; ; x ; ) = 0:1 6= P (x ; ) P (x ; ) = 0:12:
21

30

21

30

The three variables in the submodel are collectively dependent, e.g.,

P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = 0:55
11

20

31

and

P (x ; jx ; ) = P (x ; jx ; ) = 0 :7:
However, X is independent of other variables given X , and X is independent of other variables given X , e.g.,
11

20

11

31

4

1

3

P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ; x ; ) = P (x ; jx ; ) = 0 :9:
51

20

30

40

51

8

30

5

P (:)
:0004
:0036
:0006
:0054
:0864
:0216
:1296
:0324

4 Graphical representation of PI models
4.1 Terminologies

We review terminologies for graphical representation of PDMs used in the
rest of the paper. Readers are referred to [22, 17, 4, 27, 1] for more in-depth
discussion.
We denote a graph by G = (N; E ) where N is a set of nodes and E is
a set of links connecting nodes in N . In this paper, we consider undirected
graphs only. A graph is complete if each pair of nodes is connected by a link.
A graph is empty if E = . A graph is connected if there is a path between
every pair of nodes. Otherwise, the graph is disconnected. A graph is chordal
if every cycle of length > 3 has a link connecting two nonadjacent nodes in
the cycle. The adjacency set or boundary of a node is the set of all nodes
that are adjacent to it. A clique of a graph is a maximal set of nodes that is
complete. A component of a graph is a maximal subgraph that is connected.
For disjoint subsets A, B and C of nodes in a graph, we use < AjC jB > to
denote that nodes in C intercept all paths between A and B .
A junction tree (JT) T of a connected chordal graph G is a tree whose
nodes are labeled by cliques of G such that for each pair of nodes of T , their
intersection is contained in every node on the unique path between them.
Without confusion, we shall refer to a node in a JT as a clique and the
intersection of a pair of adjacent cliques as a sepset. A connected graph has
a JT i (if and only if) the graph is chordal [6]. A junction forest (JF) F of
a chordal graph G is a set of JTs each of which is a JT of one component of
G.
Graphical representations of PDMs (Bayesian and Markov networks) play
an important role in probabilistic inference in arti cial intelligence systems
[22, 16, 12, 29]. A graph G is an I-map [22] of a PDM over N if there is an
one-to-one correspondence between nodes of G and variables in N such that
for all disjoint subsets A, B and C of N , < AjC jB > implies A and B are
conditionally independent given C . G is a minimal I-map of a PDM if no
link in G can be removed such that the resultant graph is still an I-map.
In this paper, we shall restrict to decomposable Markov networks (DMNs).
They are closely related to Bayesian networks but are simpler to study for
the purpose of this paper . A DMN is an ordered pair (G; P ) where G is a
1

1 See [15], for example, for how testing d-separation [22] in a Bayesian network B can
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chordal graph and P is a probability distribution

Y

Y

C

S

P (N ) = ( P (C ))=( P (S ));
where C is a clique in a JF of G and S is a sepset in the JF. We refers to G
as the structure of the DMN and P as its distribution. We will use a DMN as
the target representation and learning outcome of an unknown PDM. As the
DMN will be an approximation of the PDM, we do not require the structure
of a DMN to be a minimal I-map of a PDM as required in some literature
(e.g., in [22]).

4.2 Colored I-maps

Since variables in a PI submodel are collectively dependent, in a minimal Imap [22] of the PDM, the submodel is complete. The marginal independence
between subsets in the submodel is thus unrepresented. We extend the minimal I-maps into colored I-maps. The marginal independence between subsets
are highlighted in a colored I-map by coloring the corresponding links.

De nition 5 An undirected graph G is a colored I-map of a PDM M over

N if (1) G is a minimal I-map of M , and (2) for each PI submodel m, links

between each pair of nodes from distinct marginally independent subsets in
m are colored.

Figure 1 shows the colored I-maps for PI models in Table 1 through 3.
Marginally independent subsets are connected by grey links.
A PDM may contain more than one embedded PI submodels. When this
is the case, N is partitioned into fA ; A ; : : :g such that each pair of variables from distinct Ai's are marginally independent. Consider the following
example:
Three balls are drawn each from a di erent urn. Urn 1 has 20% white
balls and the rest of balls are black. Urn 2 and urn 3 have 60% and 50%
of white balls, respectively. A music box plays if all three balls are white or
exactly one is white. A dog barks if two random lights are both on or both
o . John complains if it's too quiet (neither the box plays nor the dog barks)
or too noisy (both the box plays and the dog barks).
1

2

be performed in a simpler way in an undirected graph converted from B .
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X1

X1

X3

X3

X1

X2
X5

X2

X2

X4

X4

X3

Figure 1: The colored I-maps for PI models in Table 1 (left), 2 (middle) and
3 (right).
The eight variables form 2 = 256 tuples. To simplify the presentation, we specify the PDM as a Bayesian network in Figure 2. Abbreviations
w; b; p; q; b; c are used for white; black; play; quiet; bark; complain,
respectively.
8

ball1

ball2 ball3 light1 light2

music_box

dog
John

dog ε {bark,quiet}
music_box ε {play,quiet}
John ε{complain,satisfied}

ball ε {white,black} P(ball1=w)=0.2
light ε {on,off}
P(ball2=w)=0.6
P(ball3=w)=0.5
P(light1=on)=0.5
P(light2=on)=0.7

P(John=c|music_box=p,dog=b)=1
P(John=c|music_box=q,dog=b)=0
P(John=c|music_box=p,dog=q)=0
P(John=c|music_box=q,dog=q)=1

P(dog=b|light1=on,light2=on)=1
P(dog=b|light1=on,light2=off)=0
P(dog=b|light1=off,light2=on)=0
P(dog=b|light1=off,light2=off)=1

P(music_box=p|all balls=w)=1
P(music_box=p|one ball=w)=1
P(music_box=p|all balls=b)=0
P(music_box=p|one ball=b)=0

Figure 2: Speci cation of the music-box-dog-John model.
The domain is partitioned into six marginally independent subsets. Figure 3 shows the colored I-map.
The PDM contains ve embedded PI submodels over

N = fball1; ball3; music boxg; N = fball2; ball3; music boxg;
2

1

N = fball1; ball2; ball3; music boxg; N = flight1; light2; dogg;
N = fmusic box; dog; Johng:
Note that the rst two PI submodels are embedded in the third PI submodel
whose distribution is shown in Table 4.
3

4

5

11

ball2

ball3 light1

ball1

light2

dog

music_box
John

Figure 3: The colored I-map for the music-box-dog-John example.
(ball1; ball2; ball3; music box)
(w; w; w; p)
(w; w; w; q)
(w; w; b; p)
(w; w; b; q)
(w; b; w; p)
(w; b; w; q)
(w; b; b; p)
(w; b; b; q)

P (:) (ball1; ball2; ball3; music box)
0:06
(b; w; w; p)
0
(b; w; w; q)
0
(b; w; b; p)
0:06
(b; w; b; q)
0
(b; b; w; p)
0:04
(b; b; w; q)
0:04
(b; b; b; p)
0
(b; b; b; q)

P (:)
0
0:24
0:24
0
0:16
0
0
0:16

Table 4: A PI submodel in the music-box-dog-John model.
To see that N forms a PI submodel, rst we have
1

P (ball1 = wjball3) = P (ball1 = wjmusic box) = P (ball1 = w) = 0:2:
Namely, ball1 is marginally independent of ball3 and music box. We also
have

P (ball1 = wjball3 = w; music box = p) = 0:2727 6= P (ball1 = wjmusic box = p) = 0:2;
P (ball1 = wjmusic box = p; ball3 = w) = 0:2727 6= P (ball1 = wjball3 = w) = 0:2;
P (ball3 = wjmusic box = p; ball1 = w) = 0:6 6= P (ball3 = wjball1 = w) = 0:5:
Namely, the three variables are collectively dependent.
This example illustrates that in general, a PI model can contain one or
more PI submodels, and this embedding can occur recursively for any nite
number of times.
12

The example also illustrates that the partition of a PI model into marginally
independent subsets is not unique. The above PI submodel over N can be
partitioned into ffball1g; fball2g; fball3; music boxgg. It can also be partitioned into ffball1g; fball2; ball3; music boxgg. In either case, variables in
each subset is generally dependent as required by S1'.
3

5 Why bother learning PI models?
Given a PDM that contains an embedded PI submodel and a dataset generated from the domain, what is the consequence if our learning algorithm
fails to recognize the collective dependence within the embedded submodel?
Consider the PI model given in Table 3. Suppose a learning algorithm
considers the subsets fX ; X g and fX ; X ; X g to be marginally independent. If the learned model is used in inference and we want to know the
probability of X = 1 given the observation X = 0 and X = 0, the model
will tell us
P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = P (x ; ) = 0 :7:
However, the collective dependence within the embedded PI submodel determines
P (x ; jx ; ; x ; ) = 1 :
This di erence in the posteriors may warrant totally di erent actions.
It has been shown [30] that several commonly used algorithms (based
on the entropy, the minimum description length, the Bayesian and the conditional independence metrics) for learning belief networks fail to learn PI
models. The common reason is that they rely on detection of local dependence using a single link search. In order to design better learning algorithms
to copy with PI models, an in-depth understanding of these models is necessary.
1

4

2

3

1

5

2

11

20

11

30

3

11

20

30

6 Parameterization of PI models
A general discrete probability distribution has kn 1 independent parameters
(values) where n is the number of variables and k is the number of possible
values each variable can take. A PI model is more constrained and has less
parameters. We study how a PI model is composed of these parameters.
13

Such an understanding can provide hints for how to learn these models, can
provide a direct method to simulate these models which can then be used to
test our learning algorithms, and can guide us in determining what problem
domains may or may not contain a PI model.
Since the number of parameters of a PDM that contains an embedded
PI submodel may be calculated from the number of parameters of the PI
submodel and the number of parameters in the rest of the model, we focus
on partial PI models. We present a result on full PI models and then discuss
its implication on partial PI models.

Theorem 6 The total number of parameters of a full PI model is
W =W +W :
1

2

The number W1 is the count of marginal parameters (marginals),

W =
1

n
X
i=1

(Di 1);

where n is the total number of variables and Di  2 is the number of values
that the ith variable can take. The number W2 is the count of joint probability
parameters (joints),

W =1+
2

n;i Y
i
n CX
X
(

)

i=1 j =1 k=1

(Dk 2);

where j ranges over each combination taking i variables out of n each time,
k ranges over each variable in a given combination, and Dk is the number of
values that the variable can take.

Proof:
In a full PI model, each variable may have a di erent marginal distribution, which implies W .
To derive W , we assume that the W marginals have been speci ed and
we then determine the value for each joint. We group the joints according to
the number of variables taking non-zero values. For example, the group GP
contains a single joint
P (x ; ; : : : ; xn; );
1

2

1

0

10

0

14

and the group GP contains joints
1

P (x ;l1 ; x ; ; : : : ; xn; ); P (x ; ; x ;l2; x ; ; : : : ; xn; ); : : :
1

20

0

10

2

30

0

where l > 0. We determine the values of joints group by group in ascending
order of the group index.
The single joint of GP is not uniquely determined by the W marginals.
We can specify this joint subject to the constraint
0

1

P (x ; ; : : :; xn; ) 6=
10

0

Yn

i=1

P (xi; )
0

due to S2. This gives the rst term, 1, in the formula for W .
For each joint in GP , only a single variable may take non-zero values.
This leads to C (n; 1) = n choices. Once a variable Xk with Dk possible
values is selected, there are Dk 1 joints associated with the variable in GP
that need to be determined. The rst Dk 2 such joints are not uniquely
determined by the W marginals, P (x ; ; : : :; xn; ), S1 and S2. Nor are they
uniquely determined by the joints in GP associated with other variables
through S1 and S2. Once we have speci ed the rst Dk 2 joints, however,
the Dk 1'th joint is uniquely determined by S1:
2

1

1

1

10

0

1

DX
k 1
j =0

P (x ; ; : : : ; xk;j ; : : :; xn; ) =
10

0

Yn
i=1;i6=k

P (xi; ):
0

Hence the contribution of GP to W is
1

2

CX
(n;1)

CX
(n;1) 1
Y

j =1

j =1 k=1

(Dk 2) =

(Dk 2):

Next, we consider GPi (i > 1) where each joint has i variables with nonzero values. There are C (n; i) ways to choose the i variables. Suppose a
combination is chosen as X ; : : :; Xi. Denote the set of associated joints in
GPi by J . For each joint in J , each Xk (k  i) may take any value from
f1; : : : ; Dk 1g, and hence
1

Yi
jJ j = (Dk 1):
k=1
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If we restrict the value range to f1; : : : ; Dk 2g, there are exactly

Yi

(Dk 2)

k=1

distinct such joints in J . Denote this subset of joints by J 0. None of the
joint in J 0 can be uniquely determined by the other joints in J 0 plus the W
marginals, the joints in GP ; : : :; GPi , S1 and S2. However, once we have
speci ed joints in J 0, each joint in J n J 0 is uniquely determined through S1,
e.g.,
1

0

DX
i 1
j =0

P (x ;l1 ; : : :; xi

;li

1

1

1

1 ; xi;j ; xi

; ; : : :; xn; ) = (

+1 0

0

iY1

k=1

P (xk;l ))(

where l > 0. Hence the contribution of GPi to W is
CX
(n;i) i
Y

j =1 k=1

k

Yn

k=i+1

P (xk; ));
0

2

(Dk 2):

The formula for W now follows.
2
For a full PI model over four trinary variables,
W = 8; W = 16; W = 24:
If one of the variables is binary, then
W = 7; W = 8; W = 15:
A binary full PI model of n variables has a very small number of parameters. Since W = n and W = 1, we have W = n + 1. It di ers from a
marginally independent model of the same number of variables by just one
parameter.
A general partial PI model will have more parameters than a full PI model
with the same set of variables. This is because a proper subset of variables
in a general partial PI model may be dependent on each other. Additional
parameters are needed to determine exactly how they are dependent on each
other within the subset.
Note that although W parameters can be non-uniquely speci ed in a full
PI model, they cannot be speci ed independently, but rather must follow S1
and S2. Propositions 7, 8 and their combination Theorem 9 show how S1
and S2 constrain the W parameters in the binary case.
2

1

2

1

1

2

2
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Proposition 7 The jpd of a full PI model over n  3 binary variables has
the following form:

P (x ; ; ::; xn; ) = P (xn; jx ; ; ::; xn
10

i;

i

li ;

=1

i

1) +1 (
i

=1

j

where w = 1; ::; n,

1

Y

w

w

n

0

w

i

=1

(

P xlj ;1

;

10

P (xl1; ; ::; xl ; ; xl

Q P (x 0) X
Q =1 P (x 0) (
i
w

0

1

w

w

k

=

w

)

i=1

+1 ;0 ; ::; xln;0)

Y

))(

10

nY1

i

+2

(

P x lk ;0

P (xi; );
0

(1)

(

) (2)

=

)) + ( 1)

w

P x1;0; ::; xn;0

P (xn; ) = max
P (Xi );
i
P (xn; jx ; ; ::; xn ; ) 6= P (xn; );
and the largest w (w  2) probabilities P (Xl ) (i = 1; ::; w) satisfy

(3)
(4)

0

0

10

10

0

i

X
w

i

=1

Y

w

( 1) +1 (
i

j

i

=1

(1

(

P Xlj

)))(
k

Y
w

=

w

i

+2

(

P X lk

))+( 1)

w

j

(

P xn;0 x1;0; ::; xn

(

P xn;0

)

1 0)
;

Y
w

i

=1

( )  0:

P Xli

(5)

Proof:
Since we are interested in PDMs, we assume that all marginals are in
(0; 1) instead of [0,1]. To simplify the notation, we denote

P (x ; ; ::; xi
10

;

; xi; ; xi

10

1

;

+1 0

; ::; xj

;

; xj

10

;

+1 0

; ::; xn; )
0

by R(ijj ) where the vertical bar is not to be confused with the conditioning bar in P (Xi jXj ). That is, the tuple has Xi = 1, Xj marginalized out,
and Xk = 0 for all k 6= i; j . We denote P (x ; ; ::; xn; ) by R(:) and denote P (x ; ; ::; xj ; ; xj ; ; ::; xn; ) by R(jj ). We group P (X ; ::; Xn) into
GP ; ::; GPn where GPi contains probabilities of tuples in which exactly i
variables take value 1.
Suppose the PDM is a full PI model, then S1 and S2 hold. S1 implies
that for each n 1-tuple, its probability is the product of the corresponding
marginals. That is, the PDM satis es n such constraints one for each subset
of n 1 variables.
10

10

10

+1 0

0

0

1

0
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Let p denote P (xn; jx ; ; ::; xn
0

;

10

) 2 [0; 1]. Due to S1, we have

10

R(:) = R(jn) p = P (x ; )::P (xn
10

;

10

) p:

Due to S2, we have

R(:) = P (x ; )::P (xn
10

;

10

) p 6= P (x ; )::P (xn; ):
10

0

Hence we have equation (1) and condition (4), and the single probability R(:)
in GP is derived.
Next we consider the probabilities in GPw (1  w  n). Without losing
generality, we derive R(1; ::; w).
0

R(1; ::; w)
= R(1; ::; w 1jw) R(1; ::; w 1)
= R(1; ::; w 1jw) R(1; ::; w 2jw 1) + R(1; ::; w 2)
w
X
= ( 1)i R(1; ::; w ijw i + 1) + ( 1)w R(:)
+1

=

i=1
Qn P (x ) X
w
Qwi=1 P (xi;0) (
i;0 i=1
i=1

1)i (
+1

wYi
j =1

P (xj; ))(
1

Yw
k=w i+2

P (xk; )) + ( 1)w P (x ; ; ::; xn; )
0

10

0

This is equation (2). Next, we use induction to derive the condition under
which R(1; ::; w) is a valid probability. We consider rst R(j ) in GP . We
have
1

( )=(

R j

Yn

i=1

nY1

( i; ))=P (xj;0) (

P x 0

i=1

( i; )) p = (

P x 0

nY1
i=1

It is a valid probability i

P (xn; )  P (xj; ) p:
0

0

This is always satis ed if

P (xn; ) = max
P (Xi )
i
0

which is condition (3).
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( i; )) (P (xn;0 )

P x 0

( j; ) p)=P (xj;0):

P x 0

Without losing generality, we then consider R(1; j ) (1 < j  n):
Qn P (x )
R(1; j ) = P (xi ) P (i;x ) (P (x ; ) P (xj; ) + P (x P; )(xP (x)j; ) p ):
;
j;
n;
For it to be a valid probability, we must have
P (x ; ) P (xj; ) + P (x P; )(xP (x)j; ) p  0:
n;
We shall view the left-hand side as a function f (P (x ; )) of P (x ; ) with
other parameters held constant. Note that
0

=1

10

11

0

11

10

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

10

10

P (xi; ) = 1 P (xi; ):
0

1

The rst order derivative of f (P (x ; )) is
10

f 0(P (x ; )) = 1 + P (xj; ) p=P (xn; ):
10

0

0

We have

f 0(P (x ; ))  0 since P (xn; )  P (xj; ) p:
This implies that f (P (x ; )) is non-increasing with P (x ; ), i.e., if f (P (x ; )) 
0 then for any < P (x ; ), we have f ( )  0. Since P (x ; ); P (xj; ) and all
marginals are symmetric, we conclude that if
1 P (Xi ) P (Xj ) + P (XPi)(xP (X) j ) p  0
n;
holds for the largest marginals P (Xi) and P (Xj ), then each value in GP
de ned by equation (2) is a valid probability. We have thus veri ed condition
(5) for w = 2.
We now make the inductive assumption that each value in GPw (w > 2)
is a valid probability if condition (5) holds. We show that each value in GPw
is a valid probability if condition (5) holds. Without losing generality, we
consider R(1; ::; w). For R(1; ::; w) to be a valid probability, it must be the
case
w
wYi
w
Y
X
Yw
P (xk; )) + ( 1)w P (xp ) P (xi; )  0:
( 1)i ( P (xj; ))(
n; i
j
i
k w i
10

0

0

10

10

10

10

10

0

0

2

1

+1

=1

0

1

=1

=

+2
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0

0

=1

We shall view the left-hand side as a function f (P (x ; )) of P (x ; ) with other
parameters held constant. The rst order derivative of f (P (x ; )) is
10

10

10

f 0(P (x ; )) =
10

wX1

wYi

i=1

j =2

( 1)i(

P (xj; ))(
1

w
Y
k=w i+2

w
Y
P (xk; ))+( 1)w P (xp ) P (xi; ):
n; i
0

0

0

=2

From the inductive assumption on GPw , we know
1

wX1

[

i=1

(

w
wYi
Y
i
P (xk;0)) + (
1) ( P (xj;1))(
j =2
k=w i+2

1)w

w
p Y
P (xn; ) i P (xi; )]  0:
0

0

=2

Thus f 0(P (x ; )  0, i.e., f (P (x ; )) is non-increasing with P (x ; ). This
implies that if f (P (x ; ))  0, then for any < P (x ; ), we have f ( )  0.
Since P (x ; ); ::; P (xw; ) and all marginals are symmetric, we conclude that
if condition (5) holds for the largest w marginals, then each value in GPw is
a valid probability.
The proposition is proven.
2
10

10

10

10

10

10

0

Proposition 8 A PDM over n  3 binary variables is a full PI model if its
jpd satis es equations (1) and (2) subject to conditions (3) through (5).

Proof: Since equation (1) and condition (4) hold, S2 is true. To show S1
holds, it suces to show

R( : ) + R( j ) =
and

jY1
i=1

Yn

P (xi; )
0

R(1; ::; w) + R(1; ::; w + 1) =

w
Y
i=1

i=j +1

P (xi; )

P (xi; )
1

0

Yn
i=w+2

From equations (1) and (2) with w = 1, we obtain

Yn

R(:) + R(j ) = ( P (xi; ))=P (xj; ):
i=1

20

0

0

P (xi; ):
0

From equation (2), we obtain

R(1; ::; w) + R(1; ::; w + 1)
Qn P (x ) X
w
wYi
w
Y
i;
i
i
P (xk; )) +
= Qw P (x ) ( 1) ( P (xj; ))(
i; i
i
j
k w i
Qn P (x ) wX
wY
wY
i
P (xk; ))
P (xj; ))(
Qwi P (xi; ) ( 1)i (
i; i
i
j
k w i
Qn P (x ) X
w
w i
w
i; [ ( 1)i ( Y P (x ))( Y P (x )) +
= Qwi
j;
k;
i P (xi; ) i
j
k w i
=1

0

=1

0

=1
+1
=1

0

=1
+1
=1

0

wX
+1

=

2

+1

+1

0

+2

+1

+1

+1

0

1

=1

=1

=

+3

+1

1

=1

=1

wY
i+1

( 1)i (
+1

=

+1

0

0

1

=1

=1

P (xj; ))(
1

wY
+1

=1
i=1
k=w i+3
Qn P (x ) jY
w
Qwi=1+1 P (xi;0 ) P (xj;1):
i;0 j =1
i=1

0

=

+2

P (xk; ))]
0

Combining Propositions 7 and 8, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 9 A PDM over n  3 binary variables is a full PI model i its
jpd satis es equations (1) and (2) subject to conditions (3) through (5).

Equations (1) and (2) describe how each joint probability is composed
of the n + 1 parameters P (xi; ) (i = 1; : : : ; n) and P (xn; jx ; ; : : : ; xn ; ).
Conditions (3) through (5) describe the constraints that they must observe.
Theorem 9 shows how easy (or how dicult) it is to form a binary full PI
model. Suppose all marginals of a truly marginally independent PDM are in
the right range dictated by conditions (3) and (5). To turn this PDM into
a PI model, all it takes is to change one conditional probability according
to condition (4). This analysis shows that suspicion against the existence
of PI models in practice (and their challenge to our learning algorithms) is
unjusti ed. We discuss below some special PI models which provide further
evidence for the existence of PI models in practice.
0

0
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10

10

7 Special PI models
7.1 Parity problems

It is well known that parity problems cause failure for many machine learning
algorithms, see for example [21, 13, 26]. A parity problem can be described
as follows: A set of marginally independent input variables fX ; ::; Xn g
each take the value 0 or 1 with an equal chance. An output variable Xn
takes 0 or 1 such that the total number of 1's is even (for even parity).
The following proposition shows that parity problems form a degeneration
of equations (1) and (2) and thus form a special case of binary full PI models.
1

1

Proposition 10 A parity problem over n variables is a full PI model with
P (Xi ) = 0:5 (i = 1; ::; n). For even parity,
P (xn; jx ; ; ::; xn

10

;

) = 1;

P (xn; jx ; ; ::; xn

10

;

) = 0:

0

and for odd parity,

0

10

10

Proof: It suces to show the even parity case due to the symmetry. From
the problem description, clearly

P (Xi ) = 0:5 (i = 1; ::; n 1)
and

P (xn; jx ; ; ::; xn ; ) = 1:
We rst show P (Xn ) = 0:5. For the set of n 1 input variables, there are
2n n 1-tuples each occurring with probability 0:5n . Exactly half of
them contain an even number of 0's. Denote this group of 2n n 1-tuples
by Ge and the other group of 2n n 1-tuples by Go.
Each n 1-tuple extends into two n-tuples when Xn is added. If a n 1tuple is in Ge , the n-tuple with Xn = 0 has non-zero probability. If a n 1tuple is in Go , the n-tuple with Xn = 0 has zero probability. Hence we have
P (xn; ) = 2n  0:5n = 0:5, the probability by which a n 1-tuple belongs
to Ge.
0

10

10

1

1

2

2

0

2

1
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Next, we show that conditions (3) through (5) are satis ed. Conditions
(3) and (4) are trivially true. Condition (5) becomes
w
X
i=1

w
X

( 1)i 0:5w + ( 1)w 0:5w = 0:5w [ ( 1)i + ( 1)w ]:
+1

1

1

1

+1

i=1

When w is even, the sum is 0:5w . When w is odd, the sum is 0.
2
Note that the distinction between a unique output variable Xn and the
other input variables in a parity problem is unnecessary. Once the n variables
behave according to a particular parity, we would not be able to tell which
one is the output variable since each variable has the same marginals and
each may assume the role of the output.
1

7.2 Modulus addition problems

Recently, it was shown [26] that parity problems are special cases of modulus
addition problems. The latter display similar properties of parity problems
and cause failure of ID3-like algorithms. A modulus addition problem can
be described as follows: A problem domain consists of a set of marginally
independent and uniformly distributed input variables fX ; ::; Xn g and an
output variable Xn . Each Xi (i = 1; :::; n) has the domain f0; 1; : : : ; Di 1g
where Di  2 such that for each i < n,
1

1

Di = ki Dn ;
where ki is a positive integer. Xn is the sum of X ; ::; Xn modulo Dn .
Proposition 11 shows that modulus addition problems are also special
cases of full PI models.
1

1

Proposition 11 A modulus addition problem is a full PI model.
Proof:
It suces to show that S1 and S2 holds. That S2 holds is trivially true.
To show that S1 holds, we need only to show

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn ) = P (Xn ):
1

2
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First,

X

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn ) =
=
=

X

Xn 1

X

Xn 1

1

2

Xn 1

P (Xn Xn jX ; ::; Xn )
1

1

2

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn )P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn )
1

1

1

1

2

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn )P (Xn ) = (1=Dn )
1

1

1

1

X
Xn 1

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn )
1

1

Since Xn is determined given X ; ::; Xn , P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn ) is either 0 or
1. Given the values of X ; ::; Xn , as Xn takes values 0; ::; Dn
1 in
sequence, Xn will go through each value in its domain exactly kn times.
Hence the summation in the above equation equals to kn and we obtain
1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn ) = kn =Dn = 1=Dn :
1

2

1

1

Due to the symmetry of inputs, the above equation holds for any n 2
inputs. That is, the conditioning is irrelevant (removable), which implies

P (Xn jX ; ::; Xn ) = P (Xn ) = 1=Dn :
1

2

2

7.3 Comparison of two learning paradigms

It is known that parity problems [21] and modulus addition problems [26]
cause failure of traditional machine learning algorithms that exploit probabilistic dependence. It is also known that their superclass, PI models, causes
failure of several common algorithms for learning belief networks [30]. It is
interesting to compare the two failures.
In traditional machine learning, the objective is to extract from a dataset
a compact set of general rules (including decision trees) for determining the
value of a target variable (e.g. class). Probabilistic dependence is used to
guide many learning algorithms. As shown in [26], when the problem is the
parity or modulus addition and the dataset contains all possible tuples, ID3
fails to generalize and a decision tree with one leaf node per tuple is returned.
We argue that this is not a failure of the learning algorithm but a failure of
the target representation. There exists no more compact decision tree, other
24

than the one returned by ID3, that can represent the concept better. The
solution of the failure lies on better representations.
The objective of learning belief networks is to extract a close-to-minimal
I-map that captures dependence between domain variables. As shown in
[30], when the PDM is a PI model, several common algorithms will fail
to recognize the collective dependence between variables in a PI submodel.
However, this is not a failure of the belief network representation, but rather
a failure of the single link search procedure used in the learning algorithm.
On the other hand, failing to learn a more compact set of rules than the
dataset [26] is a matter of eciency and generality. But treating a subset of
collectively dependent variables as truly marginally independent is a matter
of correctness. Therefore we can and must improve our learning algorithm
to handle such PDMs better. This is addressed in Section 9.

8 PI models and single link search
We consider learning an I-map of a PDM from a dataset. The PDM may
or may not be a PI model. We assume that we have no prior knowledge
whether it is a PI model.
Suppose an algorithm LIM for Learning I-Maps is equipped with a test
whether P (AjB; C ) = P (AjC ) holds for three disjoint subsets of variables A,
B and C . Clearly, if we allow such test to be performed for arbitrary A, B
and C , then LIM will be able to learn an I-map of any PDM. Unfortunately,
the complexity of LIM will be exponential. We therefore restrict LIM such
that the test is only performed based on the current learned graph in the
following manner:
a

d
b

f

e

g

c

h

Figure 4: A chordal graph for illustration of single link search by LIM.
LIM starts with an empty graph G (with no links). It systematically
selects a link (X; Y ) not contained in G such that either X and Y are contained in di erent components of G or their minimal cutset C is complete. In
25

Figure 4, the missing link (b; c) belongs to the rst case, and (a; d) and (d; g)
belong to the second case. In the rst case, LIM tests if P (X jY ) = P (X ). In
the second case, LIM tests if P (X jY; C ) = P (X jC ). If the test is negative,
then the link is added to the current graph. LIM repeats the above until no
link can be added.
LIM can be viewed as a generalization of several commonly used algorithms for learning belief network structures [9, 14, 24, 3, 28, 8]. The algorithm PC [24] uses just the above test, except that PC starts with a complete
graph and removes a link when the test is positive. A similar test was used
by Rebane and Pearl [23]. It has been shown [31] that the cross entropy
based test is equivalent to the above test.
Commonly used learning algorithms are usually able to di erentiate between a strong dependence from a weak one in the dataset such that a link
corresponding to a weak true dependence or a false dependence due to sampling or other sources may be rejected. These algorithms commonly select
the link to add that corresponds to the strongest dependence among alternatives (greedy search) such that the learned structure is as close to the minimal
I-map or as sparse as possible. We have chosen to abstract these capabilities
out from LIM. Namely, LIM cannot detect a strong dependence from a weak
one, cannot reject any noise, nor does LIM try to minimize the links added.
It on average will not learn an I-map that is close to minimal and it may
sometime learn a trivial I-map (complete graph). These are not our concern
here. The important features left in LIM are its single-link search and use of
a restricted independence test. Theorem 12 therefore shows clearly that PI
models de ne a dividing line between success and failure of a class of learning
algorithms that use a single link search.

Theorem 12 LIM can learn an I-map of a PDM M i M is not a PI model.
Proof:
We prove the necessity by contraposition. Assume that M is a PI model.
According to de nitions of PI models, the domain variables can be partitioned into marginally independent subsets. Consider two such subsets A
and B . Since LIM starts with an empty graph, A and B are initially disconnected. Since the test \P (X jY ) = P (X )?" will succeed for each X 2 A and
each Y 2 B , A and B will never be connected by LIM. Hence LIM cannot
return an I-map of M .
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Next, we prove the suciency by induction on the number of variables
in M . Assume that M over N is not a PI model. For the base case, let
N = fX; Y; Z g, i.e., jN j = 3. A PI model over N will be either a full PI
model satisfying
P (X jY ) = P (X ); P (X jZ ) = P (X ); P (Y jZ ) = P (Y );
or a partial PI model satisfying, say,
P (X jY ) = P (X ); P (X jZ ) = P (X ); P (Y jZ ) 6= P (Y ):
Since M is not a PI model, we will have at least, say,
P (X jZ ) 6= P (X ); P (Y jZ ) 6= P (Y ):
If the minimal I-map contains only links (X; Z ) and (Y; Z ), then LIM will
return it. Otherwise, the minimal I-map must be complete. In this case,
LIM wll rst learn (X; Z ) and (Y; Z ), then nd
P (X jY; Z ) 6= P (X jZ );
and nally add (X; Y ).
We now assume that for all jN j = n  3, if M is not a PI model, then
LIM will return an I-map. Suppose jN j = n + 1. Let the minimal I-map of
M be GM .
Suppose GM is not complete. Then by Dirac's lemma (see [6]), there
exists nonadjacent X and X each with a complete boundary in GM . Let
Mi be the PDM obtained from M by marginalizing Xi out (i = 1; 2). Since
M is not a PI model, Mi (i = 1; 2) cannot be a PI model. Hence LIM can
return an I-map of Mi by assumption. Since learning links in GM with X as
one endpoint does not involve X , all such links will be added by LIM when
learning M . From the symmetry of Mi, we conclude that LIM can return an
I-map of M .
Now suppose GM is complete. For any Xi (i = 1; 2), let Mi be the PDM
obtained from M by marginalizing Xi out (i = 1; 2). Since M is not PI, Mi
cannot be a PI model. Note that since GM is complete, Mi is also complete.
Since LIM can learn the I-map for Mi (i = 1; 2) by assumption, it can learn
GM with only one link (X ; X ) missing. Afterwards, it will add the link
since
P (X jX ; N n fX ; X g) 6= P (X jN n fX ; X g):
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9 Managing complexity in
learning PI models
The single link search used in LIM is used by several common algorithms in
learning belief networks [9, 14, 24, 3, 28, 8]. The precise reason is the search
eciency: only O(jN j ) links need to be tested in a systematic search. Theorem 12 shows that we must increase the sophistication of learning algorithms
if we do not want to miss PI models. A PI submodel over N 0 is partitioned
into k marginally independent subsets. If we try multiple links at each search
step such that the submodel is complete by the new links, and test
\P (X jY; N 0 n fX; Y g) = P (X j; N 0 n fX; Y g)?00
where (X; Y ) is one of the new links, we will get a negative result which
prompts the completion of N 0. We shall call such a strategy a multi-link
search.
We shall refer to a systematic search that examines one link, two links,
..., up to i > 1 links at each step as an i-link search. An i-link search is
more expensive: O(jN j i) sets of links need to be tested. As the complexity
increases exponentially with the number i, an i-link search must be performed
cautiously. We propose three strategies in the following three subsections to
manage the computational complexity.
2

2

9.1 Performing single link search rst

The potential of a single link search should be exploited fully before an i-link
search is attempted. The objective is to reduce the search space for potential embedded PI submodels to the maximum extent. A single link search
achieves this objective in three ways. The following proposition justi es the
rst.
Theorem 13 If LIM returns a connected graph, the underlying PDM is not
a PI model.
Proof:
We prove by contraposition. Suppose the PDM is a PI model. By Theorem 12, LIM succeeds i the PDM is not PI and hence LIM will fail, i.e., it
will return a disconnected graph.
2
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Therefore, a multi-link search is not needed when a single link search
learns a connected graph. The search space for embedded PI models has been
reduced to nil, and we are con dent that the outcome is correct. However,
if the learned graph is disconnected, we are not certain if this is due to a PI
model or the domain consists of truly marginally independent subsets. In
this case, a multi-link search is needed.
The second way by which a single link search reduces the search space
for PI submodels is justi ed by Corollary 14.

Corollary 14 Let G be a (disconnected) graph returned by LIM. For each
component of G, it does not contains any PI submodel.
Proof:
Direct result from Theorem 13.
2
Hence, a multi-link search can be safely focused on cross-component links
only. For example, if G has only two components and one of them has a single
variable, then a focused i-link search needs to examine only O(N i ) instead
of O(N i) links.
Third, variables in a marginally independent subset of an embedded PI
submodel may be pairwise dependent (if the subset does not form an embedded PI submodel). A single link search will connect them. A less number
of links are then needed at each multi-link search step in order to detect
the submodel. For example, a submodel of four variables takes six links to
complete. However, if it partitions into two subsets with two variables each,
then a four-link search will detect the submodel.
2

9.2 Increasing number of links to search one-by-one

After a single link search is terminated with a disconnected graph, perform
a 2-link search followed by a 3-link search, and so on. We shall denote
an modi ed version of LIM extended with this strategy by LIM-ML. This
strategy is based on Theorem 15.

Theorem 15 If LIM-ML terminates a single link search or an i-link search
with a connected graph G, then G is an I-map of the underlying PDM.

Proof:
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Let M be the PDM. If M is not a PI model, then an I-map G will be
returned at the end of the single link search by Theorem 13. According to
Theorem 12, if M is a PI model, then there exists a minimal I-map GM of
M such that links in each subgraph of GM induced by a marginally independent subset are learned except some links involved in PI submodels may be
missing, and all these subgraphs are disconnected from each other.
For each subsequent multi-link search, the subgraphs involved in a PI
submodel will be connected if all variables contained in the submodel can be
completed by the new links plus links learned earlier. Hence, all submodels
will be completed if an i-link search terminates with a connected graph G.
At this time, all links in GM have been included in G.
2
Based on Theorem 15, after a connected graph is learned in an i-link
search, the learning can be terminated. This parallels the reduction of search
space to nil in the single link search when the PDM is not a PI model (Section 9.1). The other two ways for reducing search space discussed in Section 9.1 are also paralleled by LIM-ML: Multi-link search for smaller i values
are performed rst before larger ones. This will complete smaller PI submodels rst and allows search for larger PI submodels more focused. Some
PI submodels may have a subset that itself is a PI submodel. This latter
submodel will be completed rst and allows i-link search with a smaller i
value to complete the PI submodel at the next higher level.

9.3 Making learning inference-oriented

Similarly as discussed in Section 9.1, when LIM-ML terminates an i-link
search with a disconnected graph, it is uncertain whether the PDM is a PI
model or consists of truly marginally independent submodels. In the latter
case, we are only certain when the multi-link search with i = jN j has halted
with a disconnected graph, which has an exponential complexity. What can
we do if LIM-ML does not halt with a connected graph after multi-link search
for a reasonably large i value has been performed?
A belief network whose structure is an I-map of the PDM can be used
to answer any probabilistic queries. However, for a particular application,
it may be the case that not every conceivable query will be used. If we can
restrict the range of potential queries, then we can trade the generality of the
learned structure with the computational complexity of learning. We discuss
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two possible restrictions of potential queries that can be exploited.
First, each of the potential queries may contain no more than k variables
including both evidence variables (whose values are observed) and query
variables (whose posterior distribution is requested), where k is a positive
integer. We shall call such a query k-query. Formally, a k-query is of the
form
\what is the value of P (AjB )?00
where jA [ B j  k. If k is reasonably small, then we need only to make
sure that all the PI submodels of a size no larger than k are learned. This is
justi ed by Theorem 16.

Theorem 16 Let M be a PDM that contains PI submodels and G be a

structure returned by LIM-ML after k (k 1)=2-link search. Then a belief
network T with the structure G answers all k-queries correctly.

Proof:
After i-link searches where i = 1; 2; : : : ; k(k 1)=2, there exists a minimal
I-map GM of M such that G misses no links of GM except marginally independent subsets of variables corresponding to PI submodels of more than k
variables may not be completed. Any k-query that does not involve these PI
submodels will be answered correctly using T since no dependence between
variables involved in the query is missing from G. Any k-query that does involve these PI submodels will also be answered correctly. This is because for
any PI submodel of n (n > k) variables, any i  k variables in the submodel,
partitioned into marginally independent subsets as in G, do not constrain
each other (beyond the subset) in M any way.
2
A related restriction is obtained when potential queries can be classi ed
into two groups: One group contains k-queries for some reasonably small k.
The other group of queries involve more than k variables, but the entire set
A (jAj > k) of variables involved in the group is not very large (jAj << jN j).
In this case, we can perform up to the k(k 1)=2-link search rst, and
then perform i-link searches for i = 0:5k(k 1)+1; : : : ; 0:5jAj(jAj 1) focused
only on the subdomain A. Each such focused search examines O(jAj i) sets
of links. Compared with an unfocused i-link search which examines O(jN j i)
sets of links, there is a signi cant reduction in complexity when jAj << jN j.
2

2
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10 Experimental results
We demonstrate several results presented above using a speci c implementation of LIM-ML. In Section 10.1, we describe features of our implementation
besides the basic features of LIM-ML. In Section 10.2, we present our learning results. Our implementation uses a speci c scoring metrics and learns
a DMN. Since our main purpose is to demonstrate the search method used,
the results are general to other related scoring metrics and learning Bayesian
networks as well.

10.1 Algorithm

Our implementation is based on Algorithm 1. It is an enhancement of the
algorithm in [31] by incorporating the results of Section 9.
The target representation is a decomposable Markov network (DMN). A
brief discussion on learning Bayesian networks and DMNs is given in [31].
Algorithm 1 focuses on learning the structure of a DMN (lines 12 and 13).
Once the chordal graph is obtained, marginal distributions on each clique
can be estimated from the dataset. It is assumed that for each tuple in the
dataset, there is no missing variables.

Algorithm 1

Input: A dataset D over a set N of variables, a maximum number  of
lookahead links, and a threshold h.
begin
1
initialize a graph G = (N; E = );
2
G0 := G;
3
for i = 1 to , do
4
repeat
5
initialize the entropy decrement dh0 := 0;
6
for each set L of links (jLj  i, L \ E = ), do
7
if G = (N; E [ L) is chordal and L is implied by a clique, then
8
compute the entropy decrement dh*;
9
if dh > dh0, then dh0 := dh , G0 := G ;
0
10
if dh > h, then G := G0, done := f alse; else done := true;
11
until done = true;
12
if G is connected, then return G and halts;
13 return G and halts;
end
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Instead of testing the conditional independence directly as used in LIMML, a test whether new links decrease the Kullback-Leibler cross entropy
is performed (line 8). It has been shown [31] that (1) minimizing the K-L
cross entropy between a dataset D and a DMN obtained from D is equivalent
to minimizing the entropy of the DMN, and (2) a learning process starting
from an empty DMN structure and driven by the minimization of its entropy
is paralleled by the process of removing false independence (missing links
relative to some minimal I-map) in the intermediate DMNs.
Since the entropy is a single real number, a threshold (h) can be used
to di erentiate between a strong dependence and a weak one (may be due
to noise). A greedy search can thus be applied (lines 6 through 10) to avoid
adding unnecessary links and links due to weak dependence.
The single link search is performed rst in Algorithm 1 (i = 1). One
link is added after all links are examined. If no link decreases the entropy
signi cantly, the single link search is terminated. If a connected chordal
graph is obtained, Algorithm 1 halts based on Theorem 13. Otherwise, the
multi-link search is performed next (i > 1). The algorithm may halt at the
end of any i-link search if a connected graph is obtained. This is based on
Theorem 15.
The maximum number  of links to search can be speci ed by the user
based on the potential query patterns as discussed in Section 9.3. Note that G
may still be disconnected when the algorithm halts at line 13. The correctness
of the future inference with anticipated queries is warranted even if some large
PI submodels are still uncovered. This is justi ed by Theorem 16.

10.2 Experiments and results

An implementation of Algorithm 1 was tested with a series of experiments.
The objective was to demonstrate the failure of single link search and the
e ectiveness of a cautious multi-link search as presented in Section 9. To this
end, we need data from known PI models. We could generate models with
a large number of variables embedded with smaller PI submodels. We have
chosen not to do that for the following reasons:
A restricted version of Algorithm 1 [31] has been tested successfully using
data generated from a non-PI model of 37 variables using the single link
search. From the proof of Theorem 15, the e ectiveness of a multi-link search
is only a ected by the sizes of embedded PI submodels, and is una ected by
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the size of the PDM (except the eciency). We have therefore used example
PDMs given in this paper in our experiments.
First, a dataset of 1000 cases was generated from the full PI model of
Table 1. Using  = 5 and h = 0:008, an empty graph was learned. Note
that this result is equivalent to the results of ve runs with  = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5,
respectively. Search of up to 5 links have all failed. The next run with  = 6
accepted the link set L that contained all six possible links, returning the
minimal I-map given in Figure 1 (left).
For the partial PI model in Table 2, a dataset of 1000 cases was generated.
Using  = 1 and h = 0:008, only the link set
L = f(X ; X )g
was added. A graph with the single link was returned. The next run using
 = 2 added the link set
L = f(X ; X ); (X ; X )g;
yielding the minimal I-map given in Figure 1 (middle).
Next, we generated a dataset of 2000 cases from the embedded PI model
in Table 3. Using  = 1 and h = 0:002, three sets of links
L = f(X ; X )g; L = f(X ; X )g; L = f(X ; X )g;
were added. The algorithm failed to learn the colored links in Figure 1
(right). The next run using  = 2, the link set
L = f(X ; X ); (X ; X )g
was learned, yielding the minimal I-map given in Figure 1 (right).
Finally, we generated a dataset of 1500 cases from the music-box-dogJohn domain. The successful run used  = 3 and h = 0:005. During the
search with i = 1, only two sets of links
L = f(light1; dog)g; L = f(ball3; music box)g
were learned. The learned network structure is shown in Figure 5 (a). Note
that using this learned network, any query of the form P (X jY ) where X and
Y are distinct variables can be answered correctly, e.g.,
P (music box = pjball3 = w);
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P (music box = pjball1 = w);
P (John = cjlight1 = on):
However, not all queries that involve more than two variables can be answered
correctly, e.g.,
P (dog = bjlight1 = on; light2 = on):
Next during the search with i = 2, four additional sets of links were
learned in the following order:
L = f(light1; light2); (light2; dog)g; L = f(ball2; ball3); (ball2; music box)g;
L = f(ball1; ball3); (ball1; music box)g; L = f(ball1; ball2)g:
Figure 5 (b) was obtained rst and then (c). Finally, during the search with
i = 3, the last link set
L = f(John; music box); (music box; dog); (dog; John)g
was learned, yielding the outcome in Figure 5 (d). Note that Algorithm 1
would terminate anyway at this stage even if we had used  > 3.
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Figure 5: Progress in learning the music-box-dog-john model.
To demonstrate Theorem 13, we modi ed the music-box-dog-John slightly.
We replaced P (ball3 = w) = 0:5 by 0:7 and P (light1 = on) = 0:5 by 0:8,
which turned the PDM into a non-PI model. Algorithm 1 returned Figure 5
(d) after the single link search.
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11 Remarks
In this paper, we proposed formal de nitions of all three types of PI models,
which forms a basis for the study of these models.
We provided a parameterization of PI models and showed that PI models
form a superclass of the well known parity problems in machine learning as
well as the modulus addition problems. This analysis provided evidence for
the existence of PI models in practice.
We demonstrated that failure to learn such models may cause decision
errors in subsequent inference, which motivated the need for learning these
models.
Using an abstraction of a class of algorithms for learning belief networks,
we have shown that PI models form the necessary and sucient condition
for the failure of algorithms based on a conditional independence test and
a single link search. Coupled with a demonstration elsewhere [30] on the
failure of several belief network learning algorithms in learning such models,
our result suggests that PI models are hard to learn and more sophisticated
search methods are needed for better management of PI models.
In order to tackle PI models in learning, we proposed several strategies to
manage the increased computational complexity due to the need for multilink search. The e ectiveness of these strategies were demonstrated with
experimental results.
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